Esrawe Studio highlights Grupo Arca’s goods at its
experiential showroom in Guadalajara, Mexico
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Previous spread: At the Grupo Arca showroom in Guadalajara, Mexico, by
Esrawe Studio, panels of Italian Ocean Blue travertine form the courtyard’s
walls and floor, creating the sensation of being in a quarry. Photography:
Jaime Navarro.
Top: Blackened concrete with travertine insets composes the entry facade.
Photography: Genevieve Lutkin. Center: In-house artisans crafted a mono
lithic sink from Italian marble, which also clads the restroom’s walls, floor,
and ceiling. Photography: Genevieve Lutkin. Bottom: The project includes
a bookstore-café with custom maple-plywood furniture and millwork.
Photography: Jaime Navarro. Right: Esrawe’s leather-upholstered seating
appears in reception, where it juxtaposes with the rustic Turkish marble
desk. Photography: Genevieve Lutkin.
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Grupo Arca has big ambitions. With showrooms in Mexico City
and Monterrey, it is a favorite of Mexico-based architects and
interior designers, offering them premium building materials:
wood flooring from France, an array of masonry bricks, Italianfabricated engineered stone, and exotic natural stone from
around the globe. But Grupo Arca also takes pride in a higher
purpose, to be “a node of creative connections that promotes
design, culture, and art through extraordinary experiences,”
according to a company statement. Those experiences include
a handsome online design journal called Container as well as
a new generation of design centers conceived more as museums that celebrate the art of materiality than traditional commercial showrooms. They will offer flexible, changeable venues for temporary exhibitions, film screenings, and musical
performances. The first such venue has opened in Guadalajara,
and it was designed by a likeminded and equally ambitious
collaborator, Esrawe Studio.
“We like to provoke our clients to include a cultural component in their projects,” Héctor Esrawe begins. “In this case,
we achieved both: a design that adds social value and is integral to the brand. This company has marvelous energy, wanting to grab the brass ring and reach for the stars.”
Esrawe’s team, led by architecture coordinator Laura Vela,
conceived the 70,000-square-foot facility with two conjoined
but clearly defined zones: a soaring, skylit warehouse for the
massive stone slabs and other materials in the Grupo Arca
inventory and a three-level showroom wing with product galleries, offices, and a bookstore-café. The latter public-facing
portion, situated around a wedge-shape open-air agora, or
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courtyard, takes inspiration from the very nature of the stone
displayed within. Portions of the entry facade, finished in blocky
planes of blackened concrete, look as though they have been ex
cavated to reveal stratified layers of lighter-hued Italian traver
tine. Once through the front door, a discreet and subtle opening
in the muted facade, visitors pass into the monumental agora.
The floor and walls of the courtyard are clad entirely in the same
travertine used on the facade. Extending up the three-story height
of the agora, its strong horizontal veining suggests the strata of an
archaeological excavation or a stone quarry, precisely the meta
phor Esrawe intended. “It conveys the power of seeing the origin
of materials, not just the end product,” the designer states. “Few
people have ever visited a quarry and think stone just shows up
finished in the yard. Here, we created a link between the user and
the raw materials.”
As with the interior patios of traditional Mexican houses, the
agora, along with a pair of smaller light wells, brings daylight into
the otherwise windowless structure. Recessed doorways and canti
levered walkways flow around the courtyard’s trapezoidal form,

Top, from left: An outdoor corridor features the same travertine; photo
graphy: Genevieve Lutkin. A sculpture in parota and volcanic rock by Jorge
Yázpik, stands in the courtyard, where his work is temporarily exhibited;
photography: Jaime Navarro. Bottom: Openings in the walls bring light
into the showroom. Photography: Genevieve Lutkin.
Opposite: More Yázpik sculptures populate the stairway with teak steps.
Photography: Jaime Navarro.
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adding to the horizontality of the space. “Part of the experience of
walking through this petrified mass is the expanding and contract
ing of the circulation,” Vela explains. Pockets of planted trees and
shrubs recall the vegetation sprouting from geometric cliffs of cut
marble in Edward Burtynsky’s famous photographs of abandoned
Vermont quarries—nature creeping back to life. A massive flight of
travertine steps, augmented with smaller lengths of rustic teak,
offers a stunning backdrop for performances and exhibitions.
Currently on view is the site’s inaugural show of abstract wooden
sculptures by Jorge Yázpik, a contemporary Mexican artist.
Inside, the Esrawe team similarly approached displays like art
work rather than samples. “The interiors are neutral, with gallery
lighting to show off the drama of the materials,” Vela continues.
“It’s a pure, clean geometry of lines and planes, with steel frames
that express depth.” The lobby, with black basalt flooring and
walls and ceilings of blackened micro-cement, reinforces the con
ception of the building being carved from a solid masonry mass.
Even the reception desk is a hunk of rough-hewn Turkish marble.
The lobby overlooks the huge, skylit warehouse where immense
stone slabs and pivoting steel-framed sections of wood flooring
are contained, creating a clear, but easily traversed, separation
between showroom and storage.
On the top floor, the bookstore-café has overlapping functions.
Opening onto a landscaped terrace, it’s a place to relax and flip
through architecture books and magazines as well as a reference
library for designers working with sales reps. Framed architectural
photos add to the gallery feel—and the overall conceit of Grupo

Top, from left: Numbered truck bays open into the warehouse; photography:
Jaime Navarro. Granite paves the terrace off the bookstore; photography:
Genevieve Lutkin. Bottom: White basalt flows through the showroom,
where material samples are displayed in a gallerylike setting. Photography:
Genevieve Lutkin.
Opposite: Steel girders line up in the triple-height warehouse containing
slabs of natural and engineered stone. Photography: Genevieve Lutkin.
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Arca’s showroom as a cultural hub, not just a place for commercial transactions. As in much of the building, Esrawe Studio designed the furniture, which here includes bar stools, benches,
and bookshelves that harmonize with the honey-hued mapleplywood ceiling. Grupo Arca’s in-house craftsmen also contributed to the furnishings, including the reception desk and the
restroom’s colossal sink of heavily veined French marble.
This first of Grupo Arca’s game-changing showrooms has
been a hit, creating a newfound sense of community for Guadalajara’s design professionals while supporting and expanding
the company’s international ambitions. In fact, additional outposts in Miami and Madrid are due to be unveiled next year.

“The showroom creates a newfound sense of community for design professionals”

PROJECT TEAM
ANTONIO CHÁVEZ; MARÍA SANTIBAÑEZ; JACOBO MENDOZA; ANDREA GUILLÉN;
BRENDA VÁZQUEZ; FERNANDO CARNALLA; TATIANA GODOY; FABIÁN DÁVILA;
DANIELA PULIDO; JAVIER GARCÍA–RIVERA; YAIR UGARTE; MOISÉS GONZÁLEZ;
GAEL FÉLIX; ROBERTO GONZÁLEZ: ESRAWE STUDIO. PAAR PAISAJE ARQUITECTURA:
LANDSCAPING CONSULTANT. CADENA + ASOCIADOS CONCEPT DESIGN: CUSTOM GRAPHICS.
LUZ EN ARQUITECTURA: LIGHTING CONSULTANT. GMA ARQUITECTURA E INGENIERÍA:
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER. CASAS DE MÉXICO: MEP, WOODWORK, GENERAL CONTRACTOR.
PRODUCT SOURCES
FROM FRONT MILIA SEYPPEL THROUGH KARAKTER: VASES (RECEPTION). ESRAWE:
SOFA, TABLE, CHAIR.

Myrtle trees, ferns, and monsteras add greenery to the travertine-wrapped
courtyard. Photography: César Béjar; production: Revista Container.
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